Universities need to tear down subject silos
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For some time now, university leaders, and educators in general, have had to reckon with issues such as the rapid pace of technological change and its implications for what and how we teach, and what and how students learn — the opportunities and challenges arising from Industry 4.0, in other words.

More recently, we have had to grapple with depletion arising from geopolitical tensions, and what such trends mean for how universities conduct research, recruit students and attract talent. Then Covid-19 happened. What we defined as major challenges of the day had to be juxtaposed against the existential crisis of a generation, as the pandemic has been described.

And one of the things an existential crisis does is that it makes one ponder uncomfortable — and profound — existential questions. In addition to the “what” and “how” questions, we now have to also ask “why?”. Why do we teach what we teach? And why do we teach the way we do?

As president of the National University of Singapore (NUS), my job is simply to prepare my students for a world of work, but also for life outside the university’s gates. Now, in this Covid-19 “new normal”, there is even greater urgency to not only help my graduates find jobs, but also to make sense of all these confusing changes occurring in our midst.

In order to accomplish all of that, NUS must radically transform itself. Steady and incremental change is a luxury we can no longer afford.

The post-Covid-19 world requires universities to move from subject specialisation to interdisciplinary teaching and research.
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The past: Specialisation

For the longest time, graduates could specialise. Find specialised work that matched their training and remain in their chosen industries or over their careers, if they had to move, it would be to related industries. At the same time, universities largely focussed pre-employment training — the last stop on the education journey before entering the working world.

Those assumptions no longer hold.

Our young graduates will graduate into a world of “wicked problems”, problems that are ill-defined, must be done all the time, daily single-discipline solutions and even challenge established bodies of knowledge.

Covid-19 itself is an example of that: It is more than a medical issue, with a broader impact on society, politics, the economy and the environment. To even try to understand it, much less solve it, requires integrating knowledge, skills and insights from different disciplines.

These are the types of problems that our graduates will have to confront and deal with. Thus, we need to broaden the intellectual foundations of our students’ learning.

Our traditional approach prioritised depth of knowledge. We now must balance depth with breadth. Disciplinary expertise is still necessary, but will not be enough. And we will need to rethink what we mean by “rigour”.

We need to cultivate in our students the ability to synthesise knowledge from across different fields. The key to this is to broaden the curriculum and increase interdisciplinarity in our curricula.

But just having the breadth requirement is insufficient: the point is to integrate these disparate elements into a coherent common curriculum.

As a lifelong academic and educator, I’ve taught by subject specialisation and managing colleagues grouped by their academic fields. I acknowledge that such an interdisciplinary approach will be difficult to accomplish. But strongly believe that this turns towards interdisciplinarity is the way to go.

There will be some reticulences and resistance. Especially in Singapore, but also in many other places, we tend to prize the specialists over the generalist. Our curriculum also means we often “own our teach”.

An interdisciplinary world

What does this mean for NUS? We will have to rework the student workload. For a start, we will ease the excessive requirements for subject majors so that we can add breadth to the curriculum overall.

If we want our students to be able to connect the dots in new and unusual ways, it helps to broaden their horizons and expose them to more disciplines.

This is not merely a quantitative change, but a qualitative one. In order that our graduates be agile, adaptable and effective problem-solvers, we will move more towards problem-based pedagogy and experiential learning.

Lifelong learning will be a deliberate feature of the teaching and curriculum of universities.

A core feature of change means that the half-life of knowledge is decreasing rapidly. The long-held assumption that spending three to four years in one’s early 20s in university would suffice and set one up for life, with the occasional upgrade, has also failed.

Your “university years” are long gone, today’s freshers can span 20 years or more of continuous learning.

In fact, as we turn more and more towards online learning, your “university years” may not necessarily be spent at university. Everywhere you go, you will be learning.

Some students may feel a deep sense of disappointment and disappointment things out of their comfort zone, especially as the expectation of university education will be increased.

Well, growth is discomfiting, and those pangs are a small price to pay if that discipline can stimulate and inspire minds in novel and unexpected ways.

I understand that some students and parents may see these changes in our educational framework as diluting expertise.

Some are on a career in medicine or mathematics may question why they need to be exposed, say, to anthropology. Others may worry that certain skills are being diluted and academic standards lowered.

But I think these fears are unfounded. This is simply making trade-offs between specialisation and generalisation, and injecting greater flexibility into our curriculum.

I believe our community can and must accommodate a diversity of provisions those who incline towards expertise in a single discipline, the interdisciplinary expert who can solve problems that bridge two or more fields and the effective problem-solver who can see connections and gaps across disciplines.

Though changes, which we will be making in the months ahead, we hope that our graduates will learn to frame and manage wicked problems, be curious and have opportunities beyond their areas of expertise and pick up the knack of exploring and charting their own academic journey through lifelong learning — in class, at home, at work and at play.

Professors too need to change

What holds true for changes in store for our learners holds true for professors. If our professors are to provide a wide range, they too must embrace the range — for better learning and better research. Studies show that more diverse sets of experts produce more impactful research.

This may be an even bigger challenge for research universities and higher education. Universities are organised along disciplinary field-like lines. The academic enterprise traditionally rewards depth and specialisation.

This way of thinking is inadequate for a world whose problems do not respect such disciplines. If the university does not adapt and change, it will find itself at best, at worst, it becomes extinct.

Many universities have started to try and failed to get researchers to break down subject silos.

Agility sounds nice, yet another management fad, but it is not.

In an essay titled “The Hedgehog And The Fox”, British philosopher Isaiah Berlin argues there are two types of thinkers: hedgehogs, who know that one big thing, and foxes, who draw on a mix of ideas and expertise.

In fact, you could go back even further to the ancient Greek poet Archilochus who said “A fox knows many things, but a hedgehog one important thing.”

Societies will need both the hedgehog and its deep expertise as well as the fox and its agility and versatility. Here at NUS, we intend to produce graduates who possess qualities of both groups.
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